
Transcription 

You may already provide your clients with the custom media that is in-demand from consumers—videos, podcasts, 
webinars, and more—but you might be missing out on potential business and SEO opportunities if you are not pairing 
custom media with transcription services. Despite the popularity of audio and visual content, these types of media 
cannot be parsed by search engines, making transcription essential for picking up the keywords and other important 
markers within podcasts, videos, and similar media. Even more importantly, videos and audio recordings exclude a 
broad section of your clients’ potential customer base. This includes those who are hard of hearing or individuals 
who speak English as a second language and may benefit from having the option of plain written text available. 

When you choose Pennington Creative as a partner to your agency, we can help you avoid oversights in your content 
services with options like transcription for any custom videos, webinars, and podcasts your clients want on their 
site—including those that we’ve created. Working with us rather than cut-rate freelance transcription services or 
automated transcription software, you can ensure that transcriptions will be accurate, easy-to-read, and delivered on 
time. Though automated transcriptions might seem like the most convenient option, technology has yet to deliver 
software that can create transcriptions that aren’t riddled with errors and robotic sounding sentence structures. With 
freelance services, you are taking a gamble on the level of transcription quality that you are providing for your 
clients. Pennington Creative gives you the peace of mind of a higher standard of quality as well as the option to 

WHY SHOULD YOU OFFER TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES TO YOUR 
CLIENTS?
By simply offering transcription services to your clients, you can show that you are aware of the need 
for accessible content for certain consumers. In addition to reflecting more positively with your clients, 
you can create more comprehensive custom media packages with added value in both monetary and 
marketing terms.

HOW CAN YOU SELL CLIENTS ON TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES?
Explain the different benefits of transcription—in addition to making web content more accessible, 
transcribing audio content will help to boost your clients’ SEO capabilities.

WHAT MAKES PENNINGTON CREATIVE RIGHT FOR YOUR CLIENTS’ 

Let Pennington Creative become a partner in your success by contacting us to get started on your content 
services. Still on the fence? Browse some of our sample content to see how we adapt our services to any 
industry for even the most specialized marketing agencies. 

•

•

TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES?
Because Pennington Creative provides a wide range of content services, we can deliver more than just 
quality transcription. Transcribed videos and podcasts offer opportunities for repurposed content that 
summarizes a series, rehashes old material with new insight, or expands on an existing idea. 

•

enhance transcription services for added revenue and SEO value. 


